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Picture special 

Finalists: Lucy Beecroft, Millie Tomlinson, 

Charles Sharpes and Doug Kempsell (L-R) 

Round 2: Bryan Byrne on the backhand v 

Josh Turmel 

Semis: Kempsell v Nick Mulvey 

Men’s Finalists: Charles Sharpes 

and Doug Kempsell 

Final: Lucy Beecroft v Millie Tomlinson 

Round 1: Ali Hemingway serves to 

Kirsty West 
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The average age of the 
players in the men’s draw, 
and the age of defending 
men’s champion Charles 
Sharpes.  

 

7 of the world’s top 25 men’s players 
have competed in the 
Boston Open, including world #1 
Mohamed Elshorbagy and #2 
Nick Matthew. Chris Simpson 
Tom Richards, Daryl Selby (6 
Open appearances), Stephen 
Coppinger and Peter Barker 
complete the list.  

                                      Xisela Aranda hails from Vigo in north-west Spain. 

That’s 845 miles (or 
1360km) from Boston as 
the crow flies. 

The Cambridge college 
attended by Ali Hemingway 
(pictured in 2013). Historian 
David Starkey and politicians 
Vince Cable and Andy Burnham 
are among the college’s alumni, 
as well as Lee Kuan Yew. He 
was Prime Minister of Singapore 
for 31 years.  

Adrian Grant’s five-set 
final victory over Simon 
Parke ten years ago 
remains the longest 
recorded Boston Open 
final at 100 minutes long. 

 
Remarkably, none of the games went 
to a tiebreak, and two of them 
finished 11/3 and 11/2. 

Thirteen players are back after 
playing here in 2014 - 8 players 

from the men’s 
draw, and 5 from 
the women’s. Last 
year there was 
only one returner 
in the women’s 
draw. 
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Chairman’s welcome 

As always this tournament could not 
go ahead without the support of local 
businesses. I would like to take the 
opportunity to thank all the 
programme advertisers, and in 
particular our main sponsor Moore 
Thompson, who continue their long 
involvement with the competition. 
  
Thanks are due as ever to all the 
helpers at the event, particularly 
Pete Andrews manning the bar, those 
preparing the food and Patrick 
Hildred for doing the programme.  
Finally I would like to thank our team 
of referees, who may find themselves 
unpopular with players at certain 
moments in matches, but who do an 
excellent job. I know they are  
appreciated every year for the work 
they do.  
 

 

Enjoy the tournament. 

Mark Hildred 
Chairman 

 

 

I would like to extend a warm 
welcome to all players, officials and 
spectators to what is now the 
nineteenth annual Boston Open. 
 
Every year we are proud to remain 
the longest running event on the 
prestigious BSPA tour. Our position 
on the circuit has certainly helped us 
to maintain the Open’s impetus, and 
I would like to thank Tim Garner for 
his help in organising this weekend’s 
event. 
 
While the men’s draw is slightly 
down on numbers, it is pleasing to 
see such quality in both the men’s 
and women’s draw, with the latter 
also maintaining last year’s very 
healthy number of entrants. 
 

The women’s event returns to BSPA 
status having been a WSA tour 
‘challenger’ event last year when a 
clash with the Women’s World 
Championships made it impossible to 
attract senior world-ranked players. 
 
We are fortunate this year to 
welcome former world #3 Madeline 
Perry as the women’s number one 
seed. 
 
It’s also great to welcome back both 
of our champions from last year. 
Charles Sharpes, world #53, returns 
as the favourite to defend his title 
here. Millie Tomlinson will seek to 
retain hers as second seed. 
 
Among the many other players who 
we’re pleased have returned is men’s 
second seed Nick Mulvey. He reached 
the quarters in Prague and Belfast 
this year, and is making his sixth 
consecutive Boston Open appearance 
at the age of 22.  
 

Stats and facts 
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This year there are 
five players making    

    the journey 
down from 
Scotland. 

The 2014 Open saw 
1,936 points won on 
court—1,233 in the 
men’s event and 703 
in the women’s. 
 
That means 478 
points fewer were 
played in the men’s 
draw than in 2013, 
but 215 more were 
played in the 
women’s than in the 
previous year. 

The average length of last 
year’s two finals was 24 
minutes. That contrasts 
with an average length of 
57 minutes for the 2012 
finals.  
 
Last year was not the 
briefest finals day though. 
In 2011, Tania Bailey’s 
retirement after 28 
minutes and a 19-minute     
   win for Adrian Waller  
meant a total of   
just 47 
minutes of 
final match 
time. 

 
 
 
 

Squash has been described as 
“turbocharged” chess.  
 
Entrant Jayden Gough is a former British 
chess champion for his age. He won the 
under 7 UK chess championship. He’s the son 
of former world #5 Alex Gough, who went on 
to become the Chief Executive of the PSA. 
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Club history 
The club is now only second to 
Grantham (six courts) as the largest 
in the county, and is often asked to 
host county events and matches. 

 
The club is also very successful in the 
local leagues; its top two teams won 
the Lincolnshire Premier League and 
Division 1 in 2011.  

 

The club is regularly represented at 
the annual National Club 
Championships finals weekend. In 
2015 it won two of Lincolnshire’s 
three county cup competitions: the 
mixed Kesteven Cup and the Alford 
over 35s Cup. 
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Boston Squash Club was founded in 1957 
but play did not start until the first 
court was finished in February 1961. The 
second court was built in 1971 and the 
third added in 1976. 

 
In 1978 two glass-backed courts were 
built, along with the club bar at first 
floor level overlooking the new courts.  
Finally, the changing rooms on the 
ground floor were added in 1982. 
 

In 1997 the club was successful in 
applying for National Lottery funding to 
build three rainbow courts. This made 
the club the first one in England to 
receive national lottery funding for such 
facilities.  With the rainbow courts came 
the first ever Boston Open, which is now 
the longest running event on the BSPA 
tour.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Holme Road, Kirton Holme, Boston, Lincs, PE20 1SY     
01205 290669    www.kirtonholmegolfclub.com    

 
All Golfers Welcome  

 telephone to make your tee reservation 
 

Our PGA Golf Professional, Jason Hadland can offer:- 
lessons on all aspects of golf, custom fitting on all golf equipment, 

golf club repairs, re-grips and re-spikes 
 

Golf equipment, accessories, clothing, trollies etc  
all available at the golf club  
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Top seeds 
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Georgina won the European Junior 
U19 Championship in the Czech 
Republic in March, beating last year’s 
Boston Open finalist Lucy Beecroft  
3-1 in the semi-final. 
  
Charles Sharpes (pictured) returns to 
defend his men’s title as the number 

one seed. He is 
the world #53 
and won the 
British U23 
National 
Championship 
last year. He 
reached the 
quarters of the 
British National 
Championship in 
February, losing 
to 2011 Boston 
Open winner 

Adrian Waller. The 23-year-old won 
the Kent Open 12/10 in the fifth in 
June.  
 
Last year’s semi-finalist Nick Mulvey, 
22, is the men’s second seed. He 
reached the quarters of the Prague 
and Belfast Opens this year. He’s 
now playing in the Premier Squash 
League for Coolhurst London and 
recently beat 2008 Boston Open 
winner Joel Hinds. This is already his 
sixth consecutive appearance at the 
Boston Open. He was knocked out by 
runner-up Greg Lobban in 2012 and 
winner Tom Richards in 2013. 
 
Ben Ford and Robert Dadds are the 
3/4 seeds. With a highest world 
ranking of #82, Ford finished runner-
up at this year’s British O35 National 
Championship. Dadds has previously 
appeared here in 2013 and also in 
2011 when he lost to Adrian Waller. 

 
 

Patrick Hildred 

Welcome to the 19th annual Boston 
Open. We are again part of the BSPA 
tour, remaining a cornerstone of the 
circuit as the longest running event. 
It is, of course, a pleasure to be a 
part of the BSPA’s programme of 
events. After the global body that is 
the PSA, this is comfortably the 
biggest squash 
circuit in England, 
and we are one of 
only eight events 
on it. 
 
Former world #3 
Madeline Perry  
(pictured) leads 
the women’s 
draw. The 38-year
-old has won the 
Irish National 
Championship a 
record 15 times. Breaking into the 
world top 30 in 2001, Madeline made 
the World Open semi-final in 2008. A 
year later she reached the final of 
the British Open and in 2011 finished 
runner-up to Nicol David in the Qatar 
Classic. In May last year Madeline 
made history by becoming the oldest 
player to retain a place in the 
women’s world top ten. Still 
competing at national level, she 
retired from the women’s World Tour 
this year. 
 
Defending champion Millie Tomlinson 
is back in Boston. The 23-year-old is 
a world top 50 player and won the 
British U23 National Championship in 
April. Her other tournament wins this 
year include the Bucharest Open and 
Liberty Bell Open. 
 
World #73 Victoria Temple-Murray, a 
2013 finalist here is a 3/4 seed, along 
with Georgina Kennedy who is 
already world #77 at the age of 18. 

opponent.  
(ii) If the striker, on the way to playing 
the ball incurs sufficient interference 
to impede their access to the ball 
when the striker would have otherwise 
played a good shot.  
(iii) If the Referee is asked to decide 
an appeal and is unable to do so. 

(b) A Let shall be allowed:  
(i) If the Receiver is not ready, and 
does not attempt to take the service.  
(ii) If the ball breaks during play.  
(iii) If an otherwise good return has 
been made, but the ball goes out on 
its first bounce.  
(iv) If the ball in play touches the 
receiver or anything carried or worn by 
the receiver whilst on the way to the 
side wall or back wall in anticipation 
that the ball would have reached the 
front wall and hence been a good 
return. 

8. How strokes (points) can be won 

A player wins a stroke:  
a) If the server fails to make a good 
serve (See point c on the Service). 
b) If the opponent fails to make a good 
return of the ball in play. 
c) If the ball in play touches the 
opponent or anything carried or worn 
by the opponent whilst on the way to 
the front wall. 
d) If a player drops the racket, calls 
out or in any other way distracts the 
opponent, and the Referee considers 
that such occurrence has caused the 
opponent to lose the stroke. 
e) If the ball hits the ceiling or any 
object outside of the court. 

 

9. Freedom to play the ball 

After playing a ball, a player must 
make every effort to get out of the 
opponent’s way. 

That is:  
(i) A player must make every effort 
to give the opponent a fair view of 
the ball, so that it may be sighted 
adequately for the purpose of playing 
it. 

(ii) A player must make every effort 
not to interfere with, or crowd, the 
opponent in the latter’s attempt to 
get to, or play, the ball. 

(iii) A player must make every effort 
to allow the opponent, as far as the 
latter’s position permits, freedom to 
play the ball directly to the front 
wall, or to either side wall. 

10. Warm-Up 

Immediately preceding the start of 
play, a period not exceeding five 
minutes shall be allowed on court for 
the purpose of warming-up. 
 
Shortened rules from: 
www.englandsquashandracketball.com 
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 Men’s final Women’s final 

1997 Paul Lord beat Adam Toes Rebecca Macree beat Jane Thacker 

1998 Paul Lord beat Marcus Berrett Rebecca Macree beat Alison Wray 

1999 Marcus Berrett beat Bradley Ball Rebecca Macree beat Vikki Lankester 

2000 Nick Taylor beat Mark Cairns Tania Bailey beat Rebecca Macree 

2001 Mark Cairns beat Tim Garner Jenny Tranfield beat Rebecca Macree 

2002 
Rodney Durbach beat Renan  
Lavigne: 15/10, 15/7, 15/9 

Linda Charman beat Jenny  
Tranfield: 9/3, 9/3, 3/9, 9/1 

2003 
Rodney Durbach beat Marcus  
Berrett: 15/6, 15/13, 15/8 

Lauren Briggs beat Suzie  
Pierrepont: 9/4, 9/6, 9/4 

2004 
Marcus Berrett beat Alex Stait: 11/4, 

11/2, 11/3 
Stephanie Brind beat Laura Hill: 5/9, 

7/9, 9/5, 9/1, 9/2 

2005 
Adrian Grant beat Simon Parke: 
7/11, 9/11, 11/2, 11/3, 11/8 

Tania Bailey beat Laura Mylotte: 9/3, 
9/2, 9/2 

2006 
Simon Parke beat Scott Handley: 

11/3, 11/4, 5/11, 6/11, 11/1 
Laura Hill beat Dominique Lloyd-

Walter: 9/4, 4/9, 9/7, 9/3 

2007 
Bradley Ball beat Daryl Selby:  
11/9, 7/11, 11/8, 2/11, 11/6 

Vicky Botwright beat Becky  
Botwright: 9/3, 9/4, 9/4 

2008 
Joel Hinds beat Alan Clyne:  

11/8, 11/8, 11/8 
Tania Bailey beat Emma Beddoes: 

11/2, 11/8, 11/9 

2009 
Andy Whipp beat Shaun Le Roux: 

9/11, 11/2, 11/3, 14/12 
Tania Bailey beat Kimberley Hay: 

11/1, 11/7, 11/4 

2010 
Andy Whipp beat James Snell: 
2/11, 4/11, 11/6, 11/7, 11/6 

Emma Beddoes beat Deon Saffery: 
7/11, 11/5, 11/7, 11/2 

2011 
Adrian Waller beat Andy Whipp: 

11/6, 11/1, 11/5  
Emma Beddoes beat Tania Bailey: 

5/11, 11/5, 11/5, conc. 

2012 
Eddie Charlton beat Greg Lobban: 

12/10, 11/8, 11/9 
Emma Beddoes beat Sarah-Jane  

Perry: 11/9, 10/12, 9/11, 11/9, 11/5 

2013 
Tom Richards beat Jonathan Kemp: 

3/11, 11/6, 12/10, 5/11, 11/6 
Jaclyn Kemp beat Victoria Temple-
Murray: 11/4, 8/11, 12/10, 11/6 

2014 
Charles Sharpes beat Doug Kempsell: 

11/6, 11/2, 11/6 
Millie Tomlinson beat Lucy Beecroft: 

11/4, 11/5, 11/3 

 Rules of squash Previous winners 
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1. Squash equipment 

Squash is played between two players 
on a squash court each using a standard 
racket, and a ball. 

2. Scoring 

Matches are the best of 3 or 5 games, at 
the option of the competition organizer. 
Each game is point a rally scoring to 11 
(PAR 11). If the score in a game is tied 
at 10-10, a player must win by 2 clear 
points. 

3. How to win points 

Points can be scored by either player. 
When a player fails to serve or to return 
the ball, in accordance with the rules, 
the opponent wins the point. When the 
Receiver wins a point, they become the 
Server and add one to their score. 

4. Service 

a. The right to serve is decided by the 
spin of a racket or coin. Thereafter the 
Server continues to serve until they lose 
the point; the opponent then becomes 
the Server. At the beginning of each 
game and each hand, the Server has the 
choice of serving from either service 
box and shall thereafter alternate for as 
long as they score points and remains 
the Server. 

b. The ball must be served direct on to 
the front wall between the service line 
and the out line, so that on its return, 
unless volleyed, its first bounce lands 
within the back quarter of the court 
opposite to the Server’s box. 

 

c. A service is a fault if at the time of 
striking the ball the Server fails to 
have at least one foot in contact with 
the floor within the service box, and 
no part of that foot touching the line 
surrounding the service box.  

5. Play 

After a good service has been 
delivered, the players return the ball 
alternately until one or other fails to 
make a good return, or the ball 
otherwise ceases to be in play, in 
accordance with the rules. 

NB: If any part of the ball touches 
the out line the ball is deemed out or 
if the ball hits the tin or the floor on 
its first bounce the ball is deemed 
down. Similarly, if the ball bounces 
on or before the short line from a 
service, the serve is deemed a fault. 

6. A Good Return 

A return is good if the ball, before it 
has bounced twice on the floor, is 
returned by the striker on to the 
front wall above the tin, without 
touching the floor or any part of the 
striker’s body or clothing, provided 
the ball is not hit twice, down or out. 

7. Lets 

A Let is an undecided stroke, and the 
service or rally in respect of which a 
Let is allowed, shall not count and 
the Server shall serve again from the 
same box. 

(a) A let may be allowed:   
(i) If the striker refrains from hitting  
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Top seeds Charles Sharpes and 
Millie Tomlinson both secured 
straight-set final victories to win 
the men’s and women’s titles at 
the 18th annual BSPA Boston Open. 

In the men’s first round, Dan McGinn 
and James Peach recorded two 
straight-set wins to kick proceedings 
off on Friday 
afternoon. Mark 
Hildred achieved his 
first win in the 
tournament which 
he first entered in 
1997. He recovered 
from being 2-1 and 
9/7 down against 
Jeremy Harris to 
book his place in the 
second round after 
an 11/2 win in the 
fifth. Gordon Harpur 
beat Sam Burton. 
Lincolnshire’s Harry Falconer lost 3-0 
against Stuart George, but forced his 
opponent into long rallies and games, 
as shown by the total match time of 
42 minutes. 

At 6pm a busy second session 
commenced with the last 16 of the 
men’s and women’s draws. This 
resulted in matches taking place 
across four courts simultaneously – 
including one featuring the actual 
tournament organiser - Mark Hildred, 
who lost to Patrick Rooney. 

The other men’s second round 
matches saw 3/4 seed Bryan Byrne 
dispatch Josh Turmel, while Paul 
Rawden managed to squeeze a win 
into 35 minutes despite having 
trailed 2-0 to Will Harris! Dan McGinn 
was competitive but lost a close 
third game 14/12 as top seed Charles 
Sharpes progressed into the quarters 
without dropping a game. Keith 

Timms beat Tom Chitty in the 
longest match of the day (48 
minutes). 

James Peach was playing well and 
did pull the score back to 2-1 with a 
third game victory, but ultimately he 
was unable to cause an upset against 
second seed Doug Kempsell. In the 

final matches of 
the day, 3/4 seed 
Nick Mulvey 
survived a close 
first game to beat 
Stuart George 3-
0, and Robert 
Dadds beat 
Gordon Harpur as 
the clock ticked 
to 9pm. 

The first women’s 
match of the 
tournament saw 

3/4 seed Lucy Beecroft beat Hannah 
Shipley in a quarter of an hour. In an 
absorbing game Kirsty West beat Ali 
Hemingway, who was agonisingly 
close to taking the match to a 
deciding fifth set, but lost 14/12 in 
the fourth. 

Emma Custace-Baker and Mari Taylor 
were next on the hardback rainbow 
court, with the latter winning 3-1. 

Last year 
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Emily Peach and Alison Thomson 
[3/4] followed on, with the latter 
booking her place in the quarters. 
Olivia Howell beat the returning Roxy 
Keshavarz 3-0. 
 
The quarters went to seeding on day 
two. Lucy Beecroft recorded another 
straight-set win, this time against 
Steph Walton. Jessica Davis had a 
slightly trickier quarter-final against 
Kirsty West, but recovered from a 
second set defeat to win a close third 
12/10 and eventually the match 3-1. 

Millie Tomlinson recorded a 
comfortable win over Mari Taylor: 
11/5, 11/6, 11/1. Alison 
Thomson came out on top 
in the last quarter-final, 
beating Olivia Howell 3-1 
in a match of careful, 
steady rallies with few 
unforced errors. 

The men’s quarters 
followed immediately. 
Charles Sharpes again won 
without conceding a game, 
while Bryan Byrne booked 
his place against Sharpes in 
the semis courtesy of a 3-1 
win. 

In an intense match Patrick Rooney 
presented second seed Doug 
Kempsell with a much sterner test 
than the 19 points he won would 
suggest, but despite getting to 
within a point of Doug at 9/8 down 
in the third, a nick left him to 
exclaim “oh no!” as Kempsell 
progressed into the last four. 
Difficult three-game wins were a 
theme, with Nick Mulvey also 
winning a high tempo quarter-final 
against Robert Dadds 3-0. 

The evening’s semis saw the 
women back in action. Jessica Davis 
twice levelled after Lucy Beecroft 
had taken the lead in games, but 
Beecroft built on the good short 
game she displayed in the first four 
games and was on top form to take 
the fifth set at a canter, 11/1. 

The other women’s semi was one of 
attrition. Top seed Millie Tomlinson 
proved very hard to win points 
against. This combined with Alison 
Thomson’s endeavour to produce 
some viciously long rallies, as 
proven by the fact that the match 
time for Millie’s 3-0 victory was the 
same as for the other, five-set 
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World scene 
 
 
 

2015 at a glance… 
 
 
 

In January, the Tournament of Champions took place in Grand Central 
Terminal. Egyptians Raneem El Welily and Mohamed Elshorbagy beat England’s 
Alison Waters and Nick Matthew in the finals. Having broken into the world top 
ten that month, Miguel Angel Rodriguez became the first ever South American 
to reach the quarter-finals of a PSA World Series event. 
 
Nick Matthew beat Daryl Selby in straight sets to win a record seventh British 
National title in February. Sarah-Jane Perry became the new British women’s 
champion. Nick Matthew avenged his Tournament of Champions defeat by 
beating Mohamed Elshorbagy 3-0 to win the Windy City Open in Chicago, while 
Raneem El Welily recovered from a set down to beat Nicol David to the title. 
 
In April’s European Team Championships in Denmark, England’s women 
retained their crown but France became men’s champions for the first ever 
time, beating England after losing to them in the final 15 times in the last 16 
years. 
 
Camille Serme and Mohamed Elshorbagy won the Allam British Open in Hull. In 
September’s British Grand Prix, Mohamed Elshorbagy took an 8-7 head-to-head 
lead against Nick Matthew by beating the defending champion.  
 
Laura Massaro won the US Open for the second time, and Gregory Gaultier for 
a third. 
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Men’s (November) 

Rank Player 

1 Mohamed Elshorbagy 

2 Nick Matthew 

3 Gregory Gaultier 

4 Ramy Ashour 

5 Miguel Angel Rodriguez 

6 Omar Mosaad 

7 Simon Rösner 

8 Mathieu Castagnet 

9 Marwan Elshorbagy 

10 Karim Abdel Gawad 

Women’s (November) 

Rank Player 

1 Raneem El Welily 

2 Nicol David 

3 Laura Massaro 

4 Camille Serme 

5 Nour El Tayeb 

6 Omneya Abdel Kawy 

7 Alison Waters 

8 Nour El Sherbini 

9 Nouran Gohar 

10 Annie Au 

 



Last year continued... 
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J.W. Cannon UK Grand Prix 15/16 
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Dates Event Winner 

16th-18th October 15 Wimbledon Cup 
Men’s: Ben Coleman 

Women’s: Yathreb Adel 

20th-22nd November 15 Solent Classic 
Men’s: Ben Coleman 

Women’s: Nada Elkalaawy 

4th-6th December 15 Boston Open 
       Men’s: 
       Women’s: 

7th-10th January 16 British U23 Open 
       Men’s: 
       Women’s: 

28th-31st January 16 Edinburgh Open 
       Men’s: 
       Women’s: 

9th-10th April 16 
British U23 Closed  

(Hunts County) 
       Men’s: 
       Women’s: 

14th-17th April 16 Dulwich Open 
       Men’s: 
       Women’s: 

TBC May 2016 Grand Prix Finals 
       Men’s: 
       Women’s: 

women’s semi at 35 minutes. 

In the first of the men’s semi-finals 
top seed Charles Sharpes beat Bryan 
Byrne 9/11, 11/8, 11/6, 15/13. The 
fourth set was certainly the best 
game of the event. After Charles 
came from behind to lead 2-1, Bryan 
was fighting to stay in the 
tournament – and 
it showed. With 
Sharpes on a 
matchball at 10/9 
a magnificent rally 
was played which 
was over 50 shots 
long. After the top 
seed tinned the 
ball, a topsy-turvy 
tie-break 
concluded when 
Sharpes won two 
consecutive 
strokes to take 
the game 15/13 
and the match 3-1. 52 minutes the 
match time. 

The one match to beat that semi-
final for length was the last one of 
the day, between Doug Kempsell and 
Nick Mulvey. The four-set clash was a 
remarkable 61 minutes, with only 15 
refereeing decisions made in that 
time. After Nick Mulvey levelled the 
games score at 1-1 following a tie-
break victory, Doug dug deep to win 
the third set 14/12 after both players 
had wasted gameballs. That 
appeared to break the back of the 
challenge for the second seed, as he 
then took a significant lead in the 
final set, which he took 11/4. 

Sunday’s finals belonged to Sharpes 
and Tomlinson. Millie won the final 
as she had every other match – 
without dropping a game. Lucy 

Beecroft had played well to upset 
the seedings and beat Jessica Davis 
to the final courtesy of the only five-
set match of the ladies’ event, but 
found it difficult to compete with the 
pace and movement of Tomlinson, 
who took 19 minutes to win 11/4, 
11/5, 11/3. 

The men’s final 
was just under half 
an hour. Despite 
Sharpes taking a 
4/0 lead in the 
first game, 
Kempsell brought 
it back to trail 
6/7, but the top 
seed then pulled 
away to take the 
game 11/6 and the 
second set 
comfortably, 11/2. 
The final game 
took much the 

same shape as the first, leaving 
Sharpes to take the winner’s cheque: 
11/6, 11/2, 11/6. 

The presentations took place 
afterwards, and tournament 
organiser Mark Hildred thanked the 
volunteers and officials. 

Charles Sharpes said: “Thank you to 
everyone who has helped organise 
the tournament, and all the referees 
for coming down. It’s been a massive 
help having the good quality of 
refereeing. 

“It’s the event’s 18th year which is 
incredible. Thanks for the continued 
support and hopefully there’s 
another 18 years to come.” 
 

Patrick Hildred 



BSPA history 
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At this, the players in Hong Kong felt 
cheated.  Chris Walker and Tony Hands 
(two top ten players at the time) took 
the mantle and led what the press 
immediately labelled ‘the rebellion’. The 
only way the players had a chance to air 
their view and be noticed was to act as 
one unit.  There was nothing in place at 
this stage which could help the players. 
 
Hence it was Chris Walker and Tony 
Hands that took it upon themselves to co
-ordinate the movement.  The first thing 
they did was to gather all the players’ 
signatures to show that there was a 
commitment to the cause and, to cover 
administration costs, individual fees 
were also collected.  This group of the 
majority of the top 20 players in the 
country acting as a body, behind the 
leadership of Messrs Hands and Walker, 
proved to be a force that the English SRA 
had to listen to. Negotiations began, and 
to cut a long story short, it was mutually 
agreed that the players would not have 
to compete in order to qualify to 
represent England. 
 
Epilogue 
 
Through a severely weakened National 
Championships, the English SRA had been 
sent a firm message that the players 
were actually concerned with the elite 
game.  The BSPA was formed and 
nurtured by Hands and Walker. The 
players were encouraged to join and 
communication between the English SRA 
and the elite athletes of the sport was 
taken to a higher level. 
 
Since then the BSPA circuit has become 
firmly established as a crucial stepping 
stone for the up and coming youngsters 
of our country. The players have also 
raised over £5,000 for Leukaemia 
research, the association’s main charity. 

 
Chris Walker 

www.chris.walker.net 

It was 1992, the start of another season, 
and we had just begun the Asian circuit. 
The troops had gathered in Hong Kong 
for what is widely agreed to be one of 
the players’ favourite events on the 
calendar. As was common then, and is 
still practised now, players were 
catching up with events relevant to their 
home countries through the use of the 
Hong Kong SRA fax machines.  The British 
contingent usually numbered in excess of 
15 of its countries top players. The news 
that was of interest to them related to 
the entry of the prestigious British 
Closed Championships in January 1993. In 
previous years (as far back as I could 
remember) it had always been perceived 
as the ‘blue ribbon’ event in the UK. 
Indeed in all of the recent years it had 
been played on the innovative Perspex 
court, with a suitably enticing prize fund 
that attracted all the top players from 
England, Ireland, Scotland and Wales. It 
projected the feel of a priceless jewel at 
the pinnacle of squash in England. 
 
In Hong Kong, the British players were 
ready to enter the British Closed once 
again. When the fax came through from 
the English SRA (now England Squash and 
Racketball), who were always organisers 
of the event, a wave of disbelief went 
through the British camp. Surely this 
couldn’t be… The English SRA had taken 
it upon themselves to reduce the British 
Closed, its flagship event, to an 
unacceptable level. It was proposing: 

 to cut out the use of the spectacular 
Perspex court (which it owned); 

 to cut the level of prize money to a 
purse which would, at any other 
event, have attracted few of the top 
players; 

 to cut the entry to English players 
only, and there was pressure from the 
English SRA expecting everyone to 
still participate in the event or face 
the consequences of not being 
considered for England Team 
selection. 

Boston Crop 
Sprayers Ltd 

Head office: 
Little Field 
Fen Road 
Frampton West 
Boston 
Lincs 
PE20 1RZ 
Tel: 01205 722240 
Fax: 01205 724565 

North End 
Wisbech 
Cambridgeshire 
PE13 1PE 
Tel: 01945 461181 
Fax: 01945 474970 

APPLICATION MACHINERY SPECIALISTS | CONTRACTORS 

Specialist agrochemical distributors and contractors 
Marketing a selected range of crop protection equipment 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Mobile: 07788 443 449 
Telephone: 01205 460 648 
Email: info@brothertoftbuild.co.uk 
 
From house extensions and bespoke kitchen and bathroom fittings to 
commercial steel work and large scale groundworks, Brothertoft Build has 
got it covered...  

mailto:info@brothertoftbuild.co.uk


Squash on the web 

#10: Squash Mad 
www.squashmad.com 
Interesting news articles, interviews, 
blogs and comment. 
 
#9: Squash Player 
www.squashplayer.co.uk 
News, features and information on 
the magazine’s latest editions. 

 
#8: The Telegraph 
www.telegraph.co.uk/sport/
othersports/squash 
Videos, reports, blogs, comment and 
analysis. 

 
#7: World Squash Federation 
www.worldsquash.org 
All the information from the game’s 
main governing body. 

 
#6: BSPA 
www.bspasquash.com 
The official website of the BSPA tour, 
of which this tournament is part. 
Includes the calendar, and all the 
draws and results. 

 
#5: England Squash 
www.englandsquashandracketball.com 
All the information for squash in 
England can be found here, including 
listings of competitions, clubs and 
courses. 

 
#4: PSA 
www.psaworldtour.com 
Up-to-date source of information all 
about the world men’s and women’s 
tours with rankings, a calendar, news 
articles and image galleries. 
 
 
 

The Professional Squash Association 
is now the governing body for both 
men’s and women’s squash after the 
WSA (Women’s Squash Association) 
and PSA (Professional Squash 
Association) merged at the beginning 
of 2015. 
 
#3: SquashInfo 
www.squashinfo.com 
Loads of statistical information about 
squash and squash players, as well as 
articles on tournaments. 
 
#2: PSA Squash TV 
www.psasquashtv.com 
Watch live PSA and WSA tour 
matches, as well as full match 
replays, online and in high quality. 
Subscription required. 
 
#1: SquashSite 
www.squashsite.co.uk 
Information about squash, results and 
reports from almost all tournaments. 
Interviews and features. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Also remember to visit 
bostonsquash.co.uk for the latest 
club news, as well as information 
about the Boston Open and its 
coverage. 
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Women’s draw 
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Gypsey Employment Agency 

“Work for all” 

Gypsey Lane St. Road 
Swineshead 
Boston 
Lincs 
PE20 3PS 
 
Tel: 01205 820971 
Steve mobile: 07939 827130 
Jane mobile: 07796 867867 

Time Fri 4th Dec Time Sat 5th Dec Time Sat 5th Dec 

 

Madeline Perry (1) 

12:00 

Madeline Perry (1) 

17:45 

 

Bye 

17:15 

Elsbeth Young 

 

Rachel Chadwick 

17:15 

Kace Bartley 

12:00 

 

 

Xisela Aranda 

17:15 

Shayne Baillie 

 
Victoria Temple-Murray 

(3/4) 

16:30 

Gina Kennedy (3/4) 

11:30 

 

17:00 

 

Kirsty Lobban 

16:30 

Steph Walton 

 

Jessica Davis 

16:30 

Mari Taylor 

11:30 

 

 

Ali Hemingway 

 

Bye 
Millie Tomlinson 

(2) 
Millie Tomlinson (2) 

Final (14:00, Sunday) result:  



Men’s draw 
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Time Friday 4th Dec Time Friday 4th Dec Time Saturday 5th Dec Time Saturday 5th Dec Time Sunday 6th Dec 

 
 

18:45 

Charles Sharpes (1) 

12:30 

 

18:30 

 

15:00 

 

 

 
 

Owain Taylor 
 

 
 

18:45 

Jamie Goodrich 

 
 

 
 

Taminder Gata-Aura 
 

 
 

18:00 

Rory Stewart 

12:30 

 

 

 

 
 

Nathan Derrick 
 

 
 

18:00 

Craig Valente-Wallace 

 
 

 
 

Ben Ford (3/4) 
 

 
 

20:15 

Robert Dadds (3/4) 

13:30 

 

19:30 

 

 

15:45 
Dan McGinn 

 
Brad Gallivan 

15:45 
Jayden Gough 

20:15 

 

 
Stuart MacGregor 

 
 

Harry Falconer 
 

 
 

19:30 

Paul Rawden 

13:30 

 

 

 

 
 

Chris Leiper 
 

15:00 
Tom Bamford 

19:30 

 

 

Final result: 

Dan Bergin (tbc) 

 
 

Nick Mulvey (2) 
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